Introduction {#S1}
============

The light-dark cycle is considered the most important synchronizer of the human circadian pacemaker ([@B9]) and together with sleep homeostasis, determines sleep propensity ([@B7]). Sources of light available to humans are the natural light-dark cycle and "electrical" light. Even though the natural light-dark cycle is driven by geophysical cycles, exposure to natural light is largely determined by behavioral patterns, e.g., indoor work ([@B44]). Exposure to electrical light is also linked to behavioral cycles, the most prominent being the sleep-wake cycle, which is often dictated by social constraints such as work and school schedules ([@B42]). The interaction of light exposure, behavioral cycles, social constraints and sleep homeostasis has been summarized in mathematical models ([@B27]; [@B36]).

Associations between habitual diurnal light exposure, sleep and circadian outcomes, in the "ecological" home environment, indicate that people with early timing of sleep and daytime activities (early types) have increased light exposure in the early morning hours, whereas late types have increased light exposure in the evening hours with a lower amplitude of the light-dark exposure cycle ([@B14]; [@B10]; [@B24]; [@B40]). The duration of bright light exposure (\>1000 lux) is slightly higher in early compared to late types ([@B14]; [@B10]), with a greater difference between the extreme morning and extreme evening types ([@B10]). A study of individuals with delayed sleep phase confirmed that relative to clock time, their light exposure patterns were shifted to later in the day compared to controls (intermediate sleep phase) but, relative to circadian time, i.e., dim light melatonin onset (DLMO), their light exposure occurred earlier than in controls ([@B41]).

Young individuals commonly exhibit a delayed sleep phase ([@B16]; [@B15]) and consistently demonstrate large differences between sleep timing on weekdays and weekends ([@B30]; [@B33]). This is thought to reflect the biological shift toward later sleep timing that starts in early puberty and ends around age 20 ([@B30]; [@B16]). Developmental changes in the circadian clock, changes in sleep homeostasis, early school and work regimes, social forces including peer pressure, reduced daytime light and increased evening light exposure have all been implicated as causal factors ([@B5]).

While many field studies examining associations between light, habitual sleep and circadian outcomes and individual differences therein, focus on the role of factors such as chronotype, they rarely consider the impact of weekday-weekend, seasonal changes, and changes between standard time (ST) and daylight saving time (DST) ([@B14]; [@B10]; [@B2]; [@B3])^.^

Seasonal changes dictate differences in day length, which partly determines overall light exposure including its spectral composition ([@B38]; [@B37]) and thereby may affect sleep schedules. Later bed and wake times in winter relative to summer were observed in university students in Norway, where there are large seasonal differences in the daily photoperiod, but not in students from equatorial Ghana where there are no seasonal differences in photoperiod ([@B12]). On the other hand, seasonal effects on sleep duration are very small, i.e., in the order of minutes ([@B1]) or not statistically significant ([@B22]). In the latter paper, a comparison of weekday/weekend sleep schedules across seasons between participants from Singapore (very small changes in photoperiod, no DST) and Surrey (large changes in photoperiod and DST), indicated that both sleep timing and duration are primarily determined by social zeitgebers, e.g., clock time and associated light exposure rather than the natural light-dark cycle.

The impact of the timing of the natural light dark cycle relative to clock time has been derived from the study of spontaneous sleep timing (i.e., sleep timing during weekends) in individuals living at different longitudes within a time zone. People living on the west side of time zones where solar noon (SN) occurs at a later clock time, report sleeping later on free days compared to those living on the east side of the time zone ([@B31]). These observations are in accordance with the notion that the human circadian system is entrained by "sun time" ([@B31]).

In describing and interpreting changes in sleep timing in relation to light exposure and its changes across seasons, it is important to define the phase reference points used to quantify timing differences. When dawn or dusk are used as phase reference points, the timing of social constraints which for most people are phase-locked to clock time, change across seasons. Employing time elapsed from the middle of the dark period has been suggested to be a more informative reference point ([@B6]), or similarly, time elapsed from the middle of the light period, i.e., SN. SN, unlike dawn and dusk, does not depend strongly on photoperiod. SN remains at much the same clock time throughout the year in countries without DST. However, in countries with DST, the change from ST to DST is associated with an abrupt shift of 1 h for SN (and dawn and dusk) relative to clock time and associated social constraints. As an alternative to SN, dawn or dusk, the weighted midpoint of actual light exposure can be used as a phase reference point, or the entire time series of light can be entered into mathematical models aimed to assess the effects of light, using the model predicted minimum of the circadian oscillator as the reference point ([@B43]). A prediction that follows from the notion that the human circadian timing system is entrained to sun time is that spontaneous sleep timing, as a proxy for circadian phase and quantified in local clock time, will be 1 h later during DST compared to ST. Alternatively, it may be argued that the human circadian timing system is entrained to social schedules and or actual light exposure, which is a combination of natural and electrical light, in which case spontaneous sleep timing will be associated with clock time or the timing of light exposure.

Ecological studies to date have yet to focus on the inter-individual variability of the timing of sleep and activity, and its association with light exposure on weekdays versus weekends and across seasons. Thus the aim of the present study in undergraduate university students in the United Kingdom was to assess sleep timing (i.e., bed, wake, and mid-sleep times), and timing of the midpoint of daily activity, on weekdays and weekends and in late autumn (ST) and in late spring (DST), relative to clock time, to SN, and to the timing of the weighted midpoint of light exposure, i.e., the time at which 50% of the total daily light exposure has accumulated (50%). Specifically we assessed (1) 24 h light exposure (LE), level and timing of 50% LE, by season (autumn/spring), day-type (weekday/weekend) and bedtime category (early/intermediate/late); (2) Bed, wake, mid-sleep and weighted midpoint (50%) of daily activity times by season, day-type and bedtime category, relative to clock time, SN, and 50% LE; and (3) we compared our experimental data to the predictions of the effects of light according to a mathematical model for the circadian and homeostatic regulation of sleep ([@B36]).

Materials and Methods {#S2}
=====================

Ethics and Participants {#S2.SS1}
-----------------------

The research protocol was approved by the University of Surrey Ethics Committee and was conducted in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all the participants prior to starting any study related procedures. Twenty-three healthy young men and women were recruited into the protocol after responding to local advertisements for participation in the study, and undergoing an initial phone screening. Inclusion criteria called for full-time university students residing in university dormitories or off- campus housing. Exclusion criteria (all ascertained with validated health and sleep questionnaires) included working night shifts, having or being currently treated for a sleep disorder or for depression, having ophthalmologic or other neurological abnormalities, acute or chronic illness, taking medications on a chronic basis, particularly medications affecting the central nervous system, alcohol intake \>14 units per week on average and daily consumption of more than four cups of caffeinated beverages (e.g., coffee, tea, cola) over the preceding 1 month. Of the twenty-three participants, two did not complete the measurements and two were removed due to incomplete data, leaving 19 participants (mean age ± 1SD: 18.88 ± 0.83 years) who completed the study and were included in the analyses presented here.

Study Design and Procedures {#S2.SS2}
---------------------------

In this repeated measures observational study design, all measurements were collected during the late autumn of 2014 (November to December -- starting at least 22 days after the change to ST, hereafter, autumn) and again in the late spring (April--May, 2015 -- starting at least 29 days after the change to DST, hereafter, spring). Each assessment segment consisted of three-weeks (during the semester) of continuous monitoring of daily habitual light exposure and rest-activity patterns, self-assessed bed and wake times and evening sleepiness levels (these data are not discussed here). The 24-h light exposure and rest-activity cycles were recorded via actigraphy. Self-reported daily bedtimes and wake times were recorded with sleep diaries. Furthermore, seasonal differences in natural illuminance were recorded, with an actiwatch encased in a clear container, for two weeks during each assessment segment outdoors at 51°13′36″N 0°38′36″W, a green belt area without electrical light sources in its vicinity.

### Assessments of Daily Light Exposure, Rest-Activity Patterns, and Sleep Patterns {#S2.SS2.SSS1}

#### Light exposure and activity {#S2.SS2.SSS1.Px1}

This was measured with Actigraphy technology (Actiwatch-L, CamNtech Ltd.). The Actiwatch-L is a wrist-worn ambulatory device designed for studies in naturalistic settings that features continuous objective recording of white light illuminance in units of lux, and activity data (wrist movements at minute resolution) that is scored as epochs of sleep and wake, concomitantly. We computed daily light exposure and activity levels described below from these data.

#### Sleep {#S2.SS2.SSS1.Px2}

The Karolinska Sleep Diary was used for assessing daily sleep patterns. This self-report sleep diary provides information on self-selected daily bed and wake-times.

### Deriving Light, Activity and Sleep Measures {#S2.SS2.SSS2}

#### Light {#S2.SS2.SSS2.Px1}

##### Daily (24-h) light exposure (24-h LE) {#S2.SS2.SSS2.Px1.SPx1}

These are the daily (midnight to midnight) hourly averages computed individually for every participant. The data were log-transformed for analyses because the circadian effectiveness of light is linearly related to the log of light intensity over a wide range of intensities ([@B46]).

##### Solar noon (SN) {#S2.SS2.SSS2.Px1.SPx2}

The clock time at which the sun crossed the local meridian and reached the highest point. SN data was collected for all participants per study day from: <https://www.timeanddate.com/sun/uk/guildford>.

##### Midpoint of light exposure (50% LE) {#S2.SS2.SSS2.Px1.SPx3}

This is the time at which 50% of the daily light exposure had accumulated. This was computed as half the cumulative light exposure (using log-transformed light levels) between wake time and bedtime, and was done for each study day for every participant.

#### Activity {#S2.SS2.SSS2.Px2}

##### Daily (24-h) activity levels {#S2.SS2.SSS2.Px2.SPx1}

These are the daily (midnight to midnight) hourly averages computed individually for every participant.

##### Midpoint of activity (50% act) {#S2.SS2.SSS2.Px2.SPx2}

This is the time at which 50% of the daily cumulative activity was reached. 50% of the daily activity level was computed as half the cumulative activity level between wake time and bedtime, and was done for each study day individually for every participant.

#### Sleep {#S2.SS2.SSS2.Px3}

##### Bedtime (BT) {#S2.SS2.SSS2.Px3.SPx1}

These are self-reported bedtimes recorded in daily sleep diaries. Those from Sunday through Thursday were designated as weekday times, while those from Friday through Saturday were designated as weekend times.

##### Wake time (WT) {#S2.SS2.SSS2.Px3.SPx2}

These are self-reported wake times recorded in daily sleep diaries. Those from Monday through Friday were designated as weekday times, while those from Saturday through Sunday were designated as weekend times.

##### Sleep duration (SD) {#S2.SS2.SSS2.Px3.SPx3}

This was computed as the time elapsed between BT and WT.

##### Mid-sleep (MS) {#S2.SS2.SSS2.Px3.SPx4}

This midpoint of the time between sleep onset (sleep diary) and wake time (WT) (sleep diary), and was computed for each study day individually for every subject. Mid-sleep (MS) has been proposed to be a proxy for circadian phase ([@B18]).

##### BT category (BTcat) {#S2.SS2.SSS2.Px3.SPx5}

Participants were divided to BT categories based on their weekday bedtimes during the autumn using the following cutoffs: Early (E):\<=23:30 (*n* = 8); Intermediate (I): between 23:30 and 01:00 (*n* = 4), and Late: (L):\>=01:00 (*n* = 7).

The sleep measures were aligned to local clock time, to SN and to 50% LE for the analyses.

### Statistical Analyses {#S2.SS2.SSS3}

All the data were analyzed using the statistical package SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, United States). For daily light and activity levels and for BT, WT, MS and 50% act (aligned to local clock time, SN and 50% LE) we used general linear mixed model (Procedure MIXED, SAS 9.4) ANOVA, with two levels each for season (spring and autumn) and day-type (weekday and weekend). The ML estimation method was used with a compound symmetry covariance structure for the subject effect. For all of the above variables, we then added 3 levels for the between subjects factor BTcat (described above) to the mixed model. The ML estimation method was used with compound symmetry covariance structure for the subject effect and unstructured covariance for the within-subjects effect. To ascertain individual variability we computed Intra Class Correlations (ICC) using the covariance parameter estimates from the mixed model ANOVA. ICC = CS (compound symmetry estimate) subject/(CS subject + residual). The significance of associations between the various measures were ascertained with Pearson's correlations computed using Procedure Corr (SAS 9.4; SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, United States) and testing the null hypothesis of significance.

### Model Simulations {#S2.SS2.SSS4}

Light profiles during autumn and spring and weekends and weekdays, averaged across participants, were used as input to the mathematical model reported in [@B36]. The model includes the entrainment of the circadian pacemaker by light and the homeostatic and circadian regulation of sleep. This model also describes the neuronal flip-flop switch that results in consolidated sleep and wake states. Switching between states is driven by circadian rhythmicity and sleep homeostasis. The mathematical model is an adaptation of the model of [@B27], incorporating social constraints and calibrated to make quantitative predictions of sleep-wake timing given realistic light profiles.

#### Physiological parameters for model simulations {#S2.SS2.SSS4.Px1}

The model includes three physiological parameters that are particularly relevant for determining individual differences in sleep duration and timing. These are: intrinsic circadian period, the rate of homeostatic rise during wake and circadian amplitude. As default values, we take the intrinsic circadian period as 24.2 h, consistent with the measured mean value ([@B8]). We have selected the rate of homeostatic rise during wake and circadian amplitude to give a spontaneous sleep duration of 8.9 h and mid-sleep time of 05:00 for an intrinsic circadian period of 24.2 h and the average light profile used in [@B36]. These match the average sleep duration and timing for age 19 years reported in [@B30] and [@B29]. The rationale for fitting age based on homeostatic rise during wake and circadian amplitude is discussed in [@B34].

#### Social constraints {#S2.SS2.SSS4.Px2}

Sleep timing is determined by the interplay of social and physiological factors. Given the differences between measured wake and bed times between weekdays and weekends, we make the assumption that wake during the week is determined by social factors and require that the model wake time occurs no later than the measured wake time. We then predict wake times at the weekend and sleep time, circadian phase and sleepiness for all days.

Results {#S3}
=======

Overall Effects of Day-Type and Season {#S3.SS1}
--------------------------------------

The natural light-dark cycle and average light exposure, activity and sleep timing during weekdays and weekends during autumn and spring are displayed in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![24-h Activity and light exposure profiles during weekdays and weekend in the late autumn and late spring. The average 24-h light **(A,B)** and activity **(C,D)** profiles of participants during the two seasons are shown as double plots in the figure. The area plot in the background of all four panels represents an average 24-h profile of natural illuminance during the two seasons. The horizontal bars show the average weekday (purple) and weekend (green) sleep, respectively, with the left and right error bars indicating the standard error of bed and wake times, respectively. The dashed reference lines indicate the dawn and dusk ranges during the study period. The brown and orange arrows represent the average SN and the average midpoint of light exposure times. The horizontal-axis represents clock time and the left vertical -axis represents light counts **(A,B)** and activity levels **(C,D)**. In both panels the right vertical axis represents light levels corresponding to the natural illuminance.](fnins-13-00882-g001){#F1}

### Light Exposure (24-h and 50% LE) and Activity Levels (24-h) {#S3.SS1.SSS1}

Participants were exposed to light for a period much longer than the natural photoperiod on both weekdays and weekends, in both autumn and spring ([Figures 1A,B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). While the daily (24-h) light exposure level did not differ between day-types, it was higher in spring than in autumn ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, and [Figures 1A,B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). SN was obviously later in spring (DST) (12:58, range 12:58--13:01) than in autumn (ST) (11:50, range 11:46--11:55). The midpoint of light exposure (50% LE) ranged from early afternoon to evening in both seasons ([Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). [Relative to clock time]{.ul}, 50% LE occurred after SN ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and significantly later on weekends compared to weekdays (*p* = 0.01), with no seasonal differences ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Relative to SN, 50% LE occurred earlier in spring than in autumn on both weekdays and weekends ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Like light exposure, participants' activity period was longer than the natural photoperiod on weekdays and weekends, particularly in autumn ([Figures 1C,D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The average daily activity level (24-h) was higher on weekdays compared to weekends in both seasons ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Averages, standard errors of the mean (SEs) and intra-class correlation coefficients (ICCs) of 24-h log lux (and *retransformed*), 24-h activity counts, and timing of 50% of individual daily light exposure (50% LE).

                                                                   **DAY-TYPE**                                                            **SEASON**                                            **DAY- TYPE^∗^**
  ------------------ -------------- ------ -------------- -------- --------------- --------------------- ------ ------------------- ------ -------------- ------------------ ------------------- ------------------
  24-h Light         0.99 ± 0.15    0.02   0.93 ± 0.20    \<0.01   0.06 ± 0.04     0.85 ± 0.18           0.02   1.07 ± 0.17         0.02   -0.22 ± 0.04   *F*(1,70) = 1.79   *F*(1,70) = 24.15   *F*(1,70) = 0.03
  (log of lux and    *9.77*                *8.51*                                  *7.08*                       *11.75*                                                                          
  *retransformed*)                                                                 WD: 0.87 ± 0.18              WD:1.10 ± 0.18^∗^                         *p* = 0.1852       *p* \< 0. 0001      *p* = 0.8616
                                                                                   *7.41*                       *12.59*                                                                          
                                                                                   WE: 0.82 ± 0.26              WE:1.03 ± 0.25^∗^                                                                
                                                                                   *6.61*                       *10.72*                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  24-h Activity      2.04 ± 0.13    0.03   1.99 ± 0.14    0.03     0.04 ± 0.01     2.02 ± 0.13           0.02   2.02 ± 0.13         0.03   −0.00 ± 0.02   *F*(1,70) = 6.24   *F*(1,70) = 0.00    *F*(1,70) = 0.27
  (counts)                                                                         WD: 2.04 ± 0.14              WD: 2.03 ± 0.14                           *p* = 0.0148       *p* = 0.9834        *p* = 0.6023
                                                                                   WE: 1.99 ± 0.15^∗∗^          WE: 2.00 ± 0.14                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  50% LE             15:32 ± 0:48   0.15   15:57 ± 0:54   0.15     −00:26 ± 0:09   15:45 ± 0:51          0.11   15:44 ± 0:50        0.23   00:04 ± 0:10   *F*(1,70) = 6.83   *F*(1,70) = 0.00    *F*(1,70) = 0.47
  (hh:mm)                                                                          WD: 15:29 ± 0:54             WD:15:35 ± 0:53                           *p* = 0.0110       *p* = 0.9897        *p* = 0.4948
                                                                                   WE:16:00 ± 1:05^∗∗^          WE:15:54 ± 1:02                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  50% LE             3.14 ± 0.78    0.12   3.55 ± 0.88    0.12     −0.36 ± 0.15    3.93 ± 0.83           0.11   2.76 ± 0.81         0.22   1.11 ± 0.16    *F*(1,70) = 6.84   *F*(1,70) = 53.70   *F*(1,70) = 0.40
  (hrs after SN)                                                                   WD: 3.67 ± 0.87              WD:2.61 ± 0.86^∗^                         *p* = 0.0109       *p* \< 0.0001       *p* = 0.5312
                                                                                   WE: 4.18 ± 1.06^∗∗^          WE:2.92 ± 1.00^∗^                                                                

\#

Intraclass correlation (ICC) for sleep diary data was computed via SAS proc mixed using the maximum likelihood method.

∗

Differences between autumn and spring

∗∗

Weekday (WD) - Weekend (WE) differences within season.

![Midpoint of light exposure (50% LE) and mid-sleep time relative to SN and clock time. **(A)** shows individual 50% LE times relative to SN in late autumn and late spring. **(B)** shows individual mid-sleep times during weekends, weekdays in both seasons relative to the SN. **(C)** shows the relationship between 50% LE time and mid-sleep time, relative to clock time on averaged weekdays and weekends and in both seasons. Mid-sleep time is significantly correlated with the 50% LE exposure time, which explains 42% of the variance in mid-sleep time](fnins-13-00882-g002){#F2}

### Timing of Sleep and Activity Relative to Clock Time, SN and 50% LE {#S3.SS1.SSS2}

The timing of sleep and activity occurred later on weekends than on weekdays, but with some seasonal differences.

*Relative to clock time*, there was a main effect of day-type (*p* \< 0.01) on sleep and activity times, with BT, WT, MS, and 50% act occurring later on weekends compared to weekdays ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). There were no seasonal effects on these measures, with the exception of WT which occurred significantly later on weekends in autumn compared to weekends in spring (day-type by season interaction: *p* = 0.03). There was a main effect of day-type (*p* \< 0.01) on SD in that it was longer on weekends in both seasons ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Averages, standard errors of the mean (SEs) and intra-class correlation coefficients (ICCs) of sleep and activity measures by Clocktime.

                                                               **Day-type**                                                                   **Season**                                                 **Day-type^∗^**
  ---------------- -------------- ------ -------------- ------ ---------------- ---------------------- ------ ------------------------ ------ ------------------ ------------------- ------------------- -------------------
  BT               00:33 ± 1:14   0.46   01:07 ± 1:16   0.40   −00:34 ± 00:09   00:52 ± 1:15           0.27   00:49 ± 1:13             0.61   00:01 ± 0:10       *F*(1,70) = 15.83   *F*(1,70) = 0.08    *F*(1,70) = 0.35
  (hh:mm)                                                                       WD: 00:32 ± 1:17              WD: 00:34 ± 0:18                                   *p* = 0.0002        *p* = 0.7726        *p* = 0.5579
                                                                                WE: 01:11 ± 1:21^∗∗^          WE: 01:04 ± 0:19^∗∗^                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  WT               8:49 ± 0:52    0.24   9:53 ± 0:55    0.32   −01:04 ± 00:09   9:26 ± 0:53            0.17   9:16 ± 0:52              0.31   00:02 ± 0:08       *F*(1,70) = 57.77   *F*(1,70) = 1.34    *F*(1,70) = 4.79
  (hh:mm)                                                                       WD: 8:44 ± 0:56               WD: 8:53 ± 0:56                                    *p* \< 0.0001       *p* = 0.2504        *p* = 0.0320
                                                                                WE: 10:07 ± 1:01^∗∗^          WE: 9:38 ± 1:00^\*,∗∗^                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  Mid-sleep (MS)   4:58 ± 0:57    0.45   5:46 ± 0:59    0.47   −00:48 ± 0:07    5:23 ± 0:57            0.35   5:21 ± 0:55              0.51   00:02 ± 0:08^1^    *F*(1,68) = 47.69   *F*(1,68) = 0.09    *F*(1,68) = 1.69
  (hh:mm)                                                                       WD: 4:55 ± 1:00               WD:5:02 ± 0:57                                     *p* \< 0.0001       *p* = 0.7626        *p* = 0.1976
                                                                                WE:5:52 ± 1:03^∗∗^            WE:5:40 ± 1:00^∗∗^                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  50% act          16:23 ± 1:01   0.24   16:57 ± 1:09   0.10   −00:38 ± 0:13    16:49 ± 0:55           0.19   16:31 ± 1:01             0.19   00:17 ± 00:13^2^   *F*(1,54) = 7.29,   *F*(1,54) = 1.63,   *F*(1,54) = 0.04,
  (hh:mm)                                                                       WD: 16:33 ± 0:57              WD: 16:13 ± 0:14                                   *p* = 0.0093        *p* = 0.2075        *p* = 0.8408
                                                                                WE: 17:04 ± 1:11              WE:16:49 ± 0:17^∗∗^                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  Sleep            455.3 ± 65.8   0.33   489.0 ± 69.4   0.20   −32.9 ± 11.9     476.7 ± 67.2           0.32   467.7 ± 64.7             0.18   4.4 ± 7.9^1^       *F*(1,68) = 11.86   *F*(1,68) = 0.82    *F*(1,68) = 1.36
  Duration                                                                      WD:454.2 ± 70.2               WD: 456.6 ± 67.7                                   *p* = 0.0010        *p* = 0.3698        *p* = 0.2472
  (SD) (min)                                                                    WE:499.2 ± 76.4^∗∗^           WE: 478.8 ± 74.0                                                                           

\#

Intraclass correlation (ICC) for sleep diary data was computed via SAS proc mixed using the Maximum likelihood method.

∗

Differences between autumn and spring,

∗∗

Weekday (WD) - Weekend (WE) differences within season.

1

n

= 17

2

n

= 11.

*Relative to SN* ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}), there were main effects of day-type (*p* \< 0.01) and season (*p* \< 0.0001) on BT, WT, MS, and 50% act, in that they occurred significantly later on weekends than on weekdays and earlier in spring (DST) than in autumn (ST). For WT there was a day-type by season interaction, so that weekday-weekend differences were larger in autumn than in spring.

###### 

Averages and standard errors of the mean (SEs) of sleep timing (BT, WT, MS) and 50% activity after SN.

                                                   **Day-type**                                                     **Season**                                                 **Day-type^∗^**
  ------------------ -------------- -------------- -------------- ---------------------- -------------------------- ---------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------
  BT (hours          12.15 ± 1.23   12.72 ± 1.27   −0.57 ± 0.15   13.04 ± 1.25           11.84 ± 1.22               1.16 ± 0.17      *F*(1,70) = 15.77,   *F*(1,70) = 69.16,   *F*(1,70) = 0.32,
  after SN)                                                       WD: 12.71 ± 1.29       WD: 11.60 ± 1.26^∗^                         *p* = 0.0002         *p* \< 0.0001        *p* = 0.5717
                                                                  WE: 13.36 ± 1.35^∗∗^   WE: 12.08 ± 1.33^∗^,^∗∗^                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                               
  WT                 20.41 ± 0.86   21.48 ± 0.81   −1.07 ± 0.14   21.60 ± 0.88           20.28 ± 0.87               1.18 ± 0.14      *F*(1,70) = 57.40,   *F*(1,70) = 85.88,   *F*(1,70) = 4.68,
  (hours                                                          WD: 20.91 ± 0.94       WD: 19.90 ± 0.93^∗^                         *p* \< 0.0001        *p* \< 0.0001        *p* = 0.0339
  after SN)                                                       WE: 22.29 ± 1.02^∗∗^   WE: 20.67 ± 1.01^\*,∗∗^                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                               
  Mid-sleep          16.70 ± 0.92   17.04 ± 0.95   −0.33 ± 0.11   17.41 ± 0.93           16.33 ± 0.89               1.13 ± 0.14^1^   *F*(1,68) = 9.72,    *F*(1,68) = 92.07,   *F*(1,68) = 1.35,
  (MS)                                                            WD:17.30 ± 0.96        WD:16.09 ± 0.92^∗^                          *p* = 0.0027         *p* \< 0.0001        *p* = 0.2491
  (hours after SN)                                                WE: 17.52 ± 1.03       WE:16.56 ± 0.98^\*,∗∗^                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                               
  50% act            3.95 ± 0.99    4.53 ± 1.13    −1.48 ± 0.20   4.97 ± 0.88            3.50 ± 0.99                0.57 ± 0.21^2^   *F*(1,54) = 8.26,    *F*(1,54) = 44.48,   *F*(1,54) = 0.08,
  after SN                                                        WD:4.71 ± 0.91         WD:3.18 ± 1.04^∗^                           *p* = 0.0058         *p* \< 0.0001        *P* = 0.7840
  (hrs)                                                           WE:5.24 ± 1.15         WE:3.82 ± 1.20^\*,∗∗^                                                                 

∗

Differences between autumn and spring.

∗∗

Weekday (WD) - Weekend (WE) differences within season.

1

n

= 17

2

n

= 11.

*Relative to 50% LE* ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}), there was a significant effect of day-type (*p* \< 0.05) only on WT and MS, both of which were significantly later on weekends than on weekdays. MS, in both seasons, was distributed between 03:00--08:00 ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). A significant correlation between MS and 50% LE explained 42% of the variance in MS, in that a later MS was associated with a later 50% LE ([Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

Averages and standard errors of the mean (SEs) of sleep timing (BT, WT, MS) and 50% activity after 50% LIGHT EXPOSURE (50% LE).

                                                **Day-type**                                              **Season**                                               **DAY-TYPE^∗^**
  --------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- ---------------------- ------------------- ---------------- ------------------- ------------------- -------------------
  BT after 50%    9.08 ± 1.01    9.21 ± 1.11    −0.12 ± 0.18   9.18 ± 1.06            9.11 ± 1.03         0.08 ± 0.16      *F*(1,70) = 0.57,   *F*(1,70) = 0.20,   *F*(1,70) = 0.05,
  LE (hrs)                                                     WD: 9.14 ± 1.09        WD: 9.02 ± 1.07                      *p* = 0.4541        *p* = 0.6567        *p* = 0.8158
                                                               WE: 9.23 ± 1.28        WE: 9.19 ± 1.22                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                   
  WT after 50%    17.28 ± 0.83   17.86 ± 0.95   −0.59 ± 0.17   17.61 ± 0.90           17.53 ± 0.87        0.02 ± 0.23      *F*(1,70) = 8.64,   *F*(1,70) = 0.17,   *F*(1,70) = 0.79,
  LE (hrs)                                                     WD: 17.23 ± 0.97       WD: 17.33 ± 0.95                     *p* = 0.0045        *p* = 0.6805        *p* = 0.3767
                                                               WE: 17.99 ± 1.20^∗∗^   WE: 17.73 ± 1.13                                                             
                                                                                                                                                                   
  Mid-sleep(MS)   13.44 ± 0.71   13.80 ± 0.86   −0.37 ± 0.16   13.66 ± 0.79           13.59 ± 0.75        0.04 ± 0.18^1^   *F*(1,68) = 4.49,   *F*(1,68) = 0.16,   *F*(1,68) = 0.01,
  after 50%                                                    WD:13.47 ± 0.81        WD:13.41 ± 0.79                      *p* = 0.0377        *p* = 0.6872        *p* = 0.9351
  LE (hrs)                                                     WE: 13.85 ± 1.07       WE:13.76 ± 1.00                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                   
  50% act after   0.93 ± 0.69    0.97 ± 0.88    −0.02 ± 0.18   1.09 ± 0.68            0.81 ± 0.71         0.43 ± 0.18^2^   *F*(1,54) = 0.06,   *F*(1,54) = 2.05,   *F*(1,54) = 3.02,
  50% LE                                                       WD:1.23 ± 0.68         WD:0.67 ± 0.74^∗^                    *p* = 0.8143        *p* = 0.1583        *p* = 0.0878
                                                               WE:0.95 ± 0.98         WE:0.99 ± 0.95                                                               

∗

Differences between autumn and spring.

∗∗

Weekday (WD) − Weekend (WE) differences within season.

1

n

= 17

2

n

= 11.

Individual Differences in Sleep Timing: Stability Across Seasons and Day-Type {#S3.SS2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Individual differences in sleep timing (BT and WT) are illustrated in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. In all four panels, participants are ordered according to bedtimes on weekdays in autumn. The top panels show the within-individual consistency of BT across day-type and season, while the bottom panels show this in WT. The order of BT (earliest to latest, across participants) is not maintained in WT, indicating that BT is not a good predictor of WT. This was confirmed by a correlation analyses, in which BT-WT correlations by season and day-type did not reach significance ([Supplementary Table S3](#SM5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, highly significant correlations for mean and median BT, WT, and MS between weekday and weekend by season ([Supplementary Table S1](#SM3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and between autumn and spring by day-type ([Supplementary Table S2](#SM4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the intraclass correlations ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) indicate that the BT and WT patterns within individuals are consistent across day-type and season.

![Inter individual differences and intra-individual stability in bed and wake times during weekdays and weekend in the late autumn and late spring. The daily bedtimes of participants during both seasons are shown as boxplots in the two upper panels **(A,B)** while the corresponding wake-times are shown in the two lower panels **(C,D)**. The purple boxplots represent weekdays and the green boxplots the weekend days. Participants in all four panels are ordered from earliest to latest weekday autumn bedtimes.](fnins-13-00882-g003){#F3}

[Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows light levels in two individual participants, one with early BT (A,B) and one with late BT (C,D) on weekdays and weekends in autumn (A,C) and in spring (B,D). Photoperiods clearly occur at a later clock time in the late BT participant than in the early BT participant.

![Weekday/weekend 24-h light exposure profiles and sleep timing during late autumn and late spring in a representative early and a representative late bedtime participant. The average 24-h light profiles of a participant with early **(A,B)** and late **(C,D)** sleep timing during both seasons are shown as double plots in the figure. The horizontal bars show the average weekday (purple) and weekend (green) sleep, respectively, with the left and right error bars indicating the standard deviations of bed and wake times, respectively. The dashed reference lines indicate the dawn and dusk ranges during the study period. The brown and orange arrows represent the average SN and the average midpoint of light exposure times. The horizontal-axis represents clock time.](fnins-13-00882-g004){#F4}

Given this individuality, we analyzed light, sleep and activity timing measures across three bedtime categories (BTcat: early, intermediate and late sleepers) based on their weekday bedtimes in autumn (see cutoffs in section "Materials and Methods"). These measures were all analyzed relative to clock time, SN and 50% LE ([Supplementary Tables S4](#SM6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S6](#SM8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Light, Sleep and Activity in the Three Bedtime Categories (BTcat) {#S3.SS3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

### Daily Light Exposure (24-h and 50%) and Activity (24-h) {#S3.SS3.SSS1}

There was a significant main effect of BTcat (*F*~(2,64)~ = 6.94, *p* = 0.0019) on the daily 24-h LE exposure (in log lux), in that light levels (mean ± SE) were higher in the early: (1.02 ± 0.04) and late (1.00 ± 0.04) compared to the intermediate (0.77 ± 0.06) types. [Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the seasonal and day-type differences in 50% LE, in the three bedtime categories, by clock time and by hours after SN. There were significant main effects of Btcat on the 50% LE, in that it occurred at a later clock time (*F*~(2,64)~ = 4.87, *p* = 0.0108) and at a later time compared to SN (*F*~(2,64)~ = 4.57, *p* = 0.0140) in the late types (mean ± SE for clock time: 16:14 ± 0:14 and for hours after SN: 3.81 ± 0.24) than in the early types (mean ± SE for clock time: 15:22 ± 0:14 and for hours after SN: 2.84 ± 0.23). Note that consistent with [Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, relative to SN, the 50% LE occurred earlier in spring than in autumn both on weekdays and weekends, but relative to clock time it does not. For 24-h activity, no main effects and no interactions were found. 24-h light exposure and activity profiles in the three bedtime categories are shown in [Supplementary Figures S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, respectively.

![Midpoint of light exposure (50% LE) and weekend mid-sleep time in the late autumn and late spring. Upper panels show the individual and average weekday **(A,B)** and weekend **(C,D)** 50% LE times relative to clock time **(A,C)** and SN **(B,D)**. Lower panels show the individual and average weekend mid-sleep times during the late autumn and late spring relative to clock time **(E)**, solar noon **(F)** and midpoint of light exposure **(G)**. In all the panels, individuals are color coded for early, intermediate and late bedtime categories. The filled symbols with error bars represent the average times with between subjects variance (SEM). The open symbols (lower panels) represent the model predicted average mid-sleep times.](fnins-13-00882-g005){#F5}

### Timing of Sleep and Activity Relative to Clock Time, SN and 50% LE {#S3.SS3.SSS2}

The results of the analyses of sleep timing measures (BT, WT, MS) and 50% act by BTcat relative to clock time, SN and 50% LE are shown in [Supplementary Tables S4](#SM6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S6](#SM8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, respectively. Overall, main effects for BTcat were observed for the timing of sleep and activity (with the exception of WT and 50% act relative to 50% LE) such that timing measures occurred at a later time from the early to the late BTcat (see pairwise comparisons for BTcat beyond season and day-type, and BTcat within season in the Tables). The main effects of season and day-type were in accordance with the pattern observed in [Tables 2--](#T2){ref-type="table"}[4](#T4){ref-type="table"} (in general, later times on weekends compared to weekdays and earlier in the spring than in autumn).

[Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} summarizes seasonal differences in MS during the weekend, for the three bedtime categories, by clock time, hours after SN, and hours after 50% LE. Consistent with the above results, relative to SN the weekend MS occurred earlier in spring than in autumn, but relative to clock time and 50% LE, MS was unchanged across seasons.

Simulating the Effects of Light Exposure on the Timing of Sleep the Timing of the Maximum of Circadian Sleep Propensity {#S3.SS4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next explored how current models of entrainment of the human circadian timing system respond to the observed light exposure patterns in the three BTcat. [Figure 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows predicted sleep timing, and the timing of the minimum of circadian wake propensity, across the week for the light exposure patterns measured in spring and autumn for the intermediate bedtime category. The combination of the social constraints on wake time during the week and light exposure results in entrainment to a weekly pattern, with bedtime shifting slightly earlier Monday to Thursday as a consequence of increasing sleep debt. On Friday, in spite of a continued rise in sleep debt, bedtime is later than on Thursday. This is the result of entrainment to a weekly schedule leading to a small amplitude weekly oscillation in circadian timing with the circadian minimum of the wake propensity rhythm occurring at the earliest on Thursday night and at the latest on Saturday night. So although sleep debt is greater on Friday than on Thursday, circadian rhythmicity is later in "anticipation" of the weekend with the net result of later sleep timing on Friday than Thursday. BT and WT are predicted to be later on the weekend and especially so during autumn. The clock time of the circadian minimum of wake propensity is relatively stable across the week occurring ∼0.5 h later on weekends. More noticeable is that the circadian minimum occurs several hours before WT on weekends but close to WT on weekdays. This effect is more pronounced in autumn than in spring.

![Model predicted weekday and weekend sleep times for early, intermediate and late types in the late autumn and late spring. Raster plots **(A)** for sleep timing in late autumn (dark gray bars) and late spring (light gray bars) for intermediate types. The left/right hand colored arrows indicate weekday wake time during spring/autumn. **(B,C)** show mean computed sleep timing for weekday and weekend for early, intermediate and late groups during the late autumn (dark gray bars) and late spring (light gray bars). For comparison, the measured values are also shown (colored bars). For all panels, the time of the computed circadian minimum wake propensity is indicated by the orange circles.](fnins-13-00882-g006){#F6}

Panels (B) and (C) show a detailed comparison between average BT and WT measured in the field to average BT and WT and the timing of the circadian wake propensity minimum predicted by the model, for weekdays and weekends. WT for weekdays were determined by social constraints, also in the simulations. For spring, BT as predicted to within 1 h for all three BTcat during both weekdays and weekends and WT during weekends were predicted to within 1.5 h. The predicted timing of the minimum of circadian wake propensity was several hours before WT in all three BTcat during both weekdays and weekends. For autumn, sleep and wake timing were within 2 h, with the model predicting later BT and later weekend WT than measured. The circadian wake propensity minimum was located very close to WT during weekdays for all three BTcat.

Discussion {#S4}
==========

Few ecological studies have followed light exposure, activity, and sleep patterns in young undergraduate students in their natural surroundings for continuous periods of time, i.e., three weeks, repeated over two seasons of the year (autumn and spring), including weekdays and weekends. Comparing inter-individual variability of sleep patterns across seasons and day-type by distinct reference points aims to disentangle the effects of biological, social and environmental factors in sleep regulation. Comparing differences in daily light exposure caused by DST, as well as two light exposure parameters (SN and timing of 50% LE), which are independent of each other and of DST, allowed us to test the hypothesis that human sleep follows sun time. This study can be considered a natural experiment that takes advantage of a widely institutionalized social norm (i.e., DST), and examines its association with sleep timing. Such natural experiments are considered to be of high ecological validity. Our findings provide a comprehensive assessment of individual stability and variability in these factors, and demonstrate that individual timing of sleep and activity in a modern environment with electrical lighting, largely conforms to clock time and actual light exposure (which is the combination of natural and electrical light exposure) rather than to sun time indexed by the timing of SN.

Light Exposure {#S4.SS1}
--------------

Peak light levels in the current study (around 600 in the spring and 200 lux in autumn) fall within the range of actigraphy light data (50--1000 lux) from ecological studies conducted at similar latitudes (45--51°N) ([@B14]; [@B10]; [@B38]; [@B24]; [@B40]). Higher light levels have been reported in studies of young adults in the Rocky Mountains in Colorado (40°N), with averaged peak light levels of \>2000 lux in the summer ([@B44]) and winter ([@B37]), and extreme seasonal differences have been reported in a study of day workers in Kiruna, Sweden (68°N), with mean peak light levels during midday close to 2000 lux in summer, and around 110 lux in winter ([@B23]). In a study of rubber tappers in the Amazon (10°39^″^ S), peak median light levels were 1200--1600 lux on work and free days, respectively ([@B25]).

In the present study, overall 24-h light exposure was higher in spring than in autumn but did not differ between weekdays and weekends. Similar to our findings, in a study assessing weekly light exposure across seasons (winter and summer) and day-types (workdays and weekends) in young working adults in Chicago (41°88′N), the overall light exposure was lower in winter (autumn ST in our study) compared to summer (spring DST in our study), the photoperiod occurred later in the day on weekends than on weekdays, and light levels were higher in summer than in winter on weekdays and weekends during the early evening hours, likely due to the longer natural photoperiod ([@B4]).

Inter-Individual Variability and Stability in Sleep, Activity and Light Exposure {#S4.SS2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Several individual aspects of sleep timing were stable across seasons and weekday vs. weekends, in accordance with a previous study which besides the midpoint of sleep also analyzed stability of melatonin phase ([@B19]).

In the current study, stability of individual differences, as assessed by intra-class correlations (ICCs), were highest for bedtime, about half the magnitude for wake time, somewhat lower for mid light exposure and minimal for overall 24-h light exposure and activity (see [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), indicating that within individuals, bedtime is the most consistent timing parameter. Indeed, weekday-weekend and autumn-spring bedtime correlations were highly significant, yet bedtimes and wake times were not correlated. Furthermore, categorization of individuals as early, intermediate and late based on autumn weekday bedtime predicted all timing parameters as expected; however, effects were weaker for wake time and the midpoint of activity and disappeared altogether for these timing parameters when assessed relative to the individual midpoint of light exposure. Findings suggest that bedtime in young individuals is largely tuned by individual preference (or biological determination), whereas wake time is more tuned to social constraints and environmental time cues. Similarly, in a person-centered analysis of several sleep timing and sleep continuity indicators of senior high school students, bedtime showed the highest effect size for differences between phenotype classifications ([@B33]). In contrast, findings from a study of sleep in three preindustrial societies ([@B45]) showed greater intra-individual variability in sleep onset than in sleep offset. These opposite findings may reflect differences in the relative contributions of social constraints and environmental time cues to sleep patterns in preindustrial vs. modern day societies (specifically here, college students). A corollary is that individual sleep duration is better predicted by individual differences in bedtime rather than wake time in the preindustrial society ([@B45]), and is better predicted by wake time in young university students, when environmental factors and social constraints are held constant. Nevertheless, the availability of electrical evening light has been associated with later bedtime, longer sleep latency and shorter sleep duration beyond individual differences in bedtime ([@B44]; [@B25]).

Sleep and Activity Timing Relative to Clock Time, SN and 50% LE {#S4.SS3}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Relative to **clock time**, sleep and activity timing variables were later, and sleep duration longer, on weekends compared to weekdays. Previous studies have reported later bed and wake times on weekends compared to weekends in adolescents (e.g., [@B39]; [@B33]) and young adults (e.g., [@B22]; [@B23]). Our findings of no seasonal differences in sleep timing (during either weekdays or weekends) but significant day-type effects when measured relative to clock time are in line with other studies ([@B22]; [@B4]). This, together with our finding of significant seasonal effects on sleep timing when measured relative to SN, confirms that social norms and constraints and associated light exposure rather than sun time determine observed sleep and activity regulation. Although in our statistical analyses we used SN as the phase marker for sun time, it is clear that using dawn and dusk would have led to a similar conclusion, i.e., sleep timing is not phase-locked to either dawn or dusk (see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the average dusk to bedtime intervals in autumn (7-h: 56-min, and 8-h: 34-min for weekdays and weekends, respectively) are about twice those in spring (3-h: 22-min, and 3-h: 56-min), and increase from early to late bedtime categories. Similarly, dawn to wake time intervals in spring (4-h and 14-min, and 4-h and 50-min) are about twice those in autumn (1-h and 59-min, and 2-h and 36-min), and increase from early to late bedtime categories. It is evident that individual differences and social constraints override the seasonal differences in the timing of SN, dusk and dawn in determining sleep timing.

Seasonal effects on sleep timing may be evident only in higher latitudes (e.g., [@B13]; [@B23]). For example, in a study in Sweden (68°N) which examined sleep timing, activity, light and daytime behavioral measures in winter and summer on work days and days off, seasonal effects were found for all sleep timing variables (sleep onset, offset and mid-sleep), with later sleep timing and shorter sleep duration in winter compared to summer ([@B23]). In another study of young adults in Norway (69 N, 39 E), sleep timing and chronotype measures were delayed in December compared to September and March ([@B13]).

Nevertheless, season interacted with differences in bedtime category and generally showed gradually later sleep timing measures from early to intermediate to late bedtime categories. Thus, the range of bedtimes was larger in spring than in autumn, and both wake time and mid-sleep in autumn were earlier for the early category but no differences were found between the intermediate and late categories. These findings warrant further investigation of the subtle dynamics of light exposure in autumn versus spring and their effects on individual differences in sleep timing.

When expressed as "hours after" **SN**, sleep and activity timing variables were consistently later in autumn than in spring and, as for clock time, were later on weekends than on weekdays. Season interacted with day-type for wake time only, showing that later wake time in autumn than in spring was more pronounced on weekends (about 1--h and 40-m) than on weekdays (1-h only), and that weekday-weekend differences were larger in autumn (1-h and 20-min) than in spring (45-min). Similar season by bedtime category interactions were observed for the sleep timing variables as described relative to clock time.

The seasonal shift in sleep timing relative to SN (later in the spring due to DST) reflects an alignment with clock time and the significant impact of social factors rather than sun time in driving sleep timing in young college students. These findings do not support the notion that the human circadian timing system entrains to sun time as derived from an analysis of seasonal changes in self-reported sleep timing ([@B1]) and the differences in sleep timing across a time zone ([@B31]). Furthermore, greater weekday-weekend differences in wake time in autumn compared to spring appears to contradict findings ([@B20]) suggesting that sleep timing on free days as assessed by self-report, is later relative to dawn in spring (DST) than in autumn (ST) due to difficulty in tracking sun time during DST. Conversely, larger differences in sleep timing from early to late bedtime categories in spring compared to autumn in our study may lend some support to this claim. The consequences of DST shifts are still under debate ([@B21]; [@B32]; [@B35]), yet our findings provide little support to the suggestion that individuals and particularly late types experience more difficulty adjusting to social constraints (clock time) in spring than in winter, due to the longer photoperiod, or to DST, or to both.

No seasonal differences were found for timing variables relative to the **midpoint of light exposure** suggesting that actual light exposure is more important than sun time. The midpoint of light exposure, but not SN, was significantly correlated with mid-sleep beyond season and day-type, and the average weekday midpoint of light exposure significantly correlated with average weekend mid-sleep (*r* = *0.46, p* = *0.049)*, suggesting that actual light exposure is a strong determinant of sleep timing ([@B43]). Findings emphasize the importance of collecting individual light measurements, rather than measurements from satellites or ground stations, which may lead to the incorrect conclusion that light does not affect sleep timing ([@B28]). Weekday-weekend differences were found for wake time and mid-sleep, and season interacted with bedtime category similarly to clock time and SN reference points, with larger early to late timing intervals in spring than in autumn. Notably, although our findings show that individually determined daily light exposure, which includes both natural and electric light, is more strongly associated with sleep timing than merely sun time, they do not imply causality. Indeed, these associations may be unidirectional, bidirectional, or may involve yet a third variable, e.g., social norms and schedules. Yet even though light exposure may be driven by (rather than driving) the sleep-wake cycle, which in turn may be driven by social constraints, this light exposure will have an impact on the circadian pacemaker, as we ([@B36]) and others ([@B44]; [@B37]) have shown.

Model Simulation {#S4.SS4}
----------------

The model predicts that differences in light exposure patterns, independent of other physiological differences, are sufficient to predict later sleep timing and more social jetlag for late types than intermediate types and for intermediate types than early types. This relative ordering remains, even if the imposed social constraint of wake time on weekdays is removed.

The fact that the predictions for the autumn are worse suggests that either societal factors override physiological cues or that the model is overly sensitive to the reduced day light during the autumn. Less light during the day will increase the relative importance of light during the evening, and we have not sought to take account of the high degree of individual variability in the sensitivity of the circadian system to the effects of evening light ([@B26]).

Phase was not measured in the field, but the model predicts that the minimum of the circadian wake propensity rhythm occurs closer to wake time on weekdays than on weekends. This effect is more pronounced in the autumn than during the spring suggesting that there are seasonal differences in circadian alignment. The prediction that the minimum occurs very close to wake time during the autumn suggests wake time is during the biological night, making it particularly difficult to get up.

Study Limitations {#S4.SS5}
-----------------

As in most studies, light exposure was measured from a wrist worn device and to what extent this accurately reflects retinal light exposure remains unclear. An underestimation of light exposure is particularly a concern in the autumn, due to colder temperature and long sleeves. In addition, in this study no information on the spectral composition of 24-h light exposure, which has been shown to vary across seasons ([@B38]), was collected. As in other studies (e.g., [@B20]), we have used sleep timing on weekends as a proxy for circadian phase. No other accepted marker of circadian phase such as melatonin or core body temperature was recorded. This is particularly relevant because the simulation suggests major changes in the phase relationship between sleep timing and circadian rhythmicity in particular in the autumn (see [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The sample size is small, however, individual activity and light profiles over 24-h (total number of 24-h periods: 715) were collected continuously, at a 1-min rate, for two 3-week periods, in a within subject design, i.e., in each participant data were obtained in both seasons, thereby greatly increasing the statistical power. Few studies have collected such a wealth of data using wearable technology in an ecological setting. Findings may not generalize beyond college students, however, the same argument may be made for any other segment of the population. Importantly, it is likely that the daily schedules of young college students are less constrained compared to those of young adults who do not attend college and adults in later years, due to growing work and family responsibilities, and thus their sleep and activity patterns are less confounded. Indeed, population based survey findings that computed mid-sleep on free days as a proxy for chronotype, similarly to the present study, have shown that variability in chronotype reaches its peak at ages 20--24 ([@B11]), which may reflect not only age-related changes in bio-regulatory processes of circadian phase, but also less constrained sleep schedules on free days as reported by young adults. Finally, additional seasonal differences such as temperature, which has been shown to affect sleep both in preindustrial ([@B45]) and modern day ([@B17]) societies, was not monitored here; however, in the United Kingdom, differences in temperature are minimal between autumn and spring. Thus average 24 h outdoor temperatures for autumn and spring were 8.8^∘^C and 10.8^∘^C, respectively and since most individuals spend most of their time indoors, the seasonal differences in temperature exposure are likely to have been even smaller.

Conclusion {#S5}
==========

Our findings provide a comprehensive description of the complex interplay between environmental and individual factors that determine sleep timing in young adults. By relating sleep timing to distinct reference points, we demonstrate that beyond individual differences, sleep timing largely conforms to clock time and to actual light exposure rather than to sun time. The model simulations suggest that current models for the effects of light on the human circadian timing system perform satisfactory during spring but not so during autumn conditions and imply that assessment of circadian phase markers may provide additional insights into seasonal changes in sleep-wake regulation. Findings may inform the ongoing scientific and socio-political debate regarding the implementation of DST and its consequences on human sleep and health.
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###### 

24 h light exposure profiles of the early, intermediate and late types during weekdays and weekend in both seasons. The average 24 h light exposure profiles of the early **(A,B)**, intermediate **(C,D)**, and late **(E,F)** participants during the late autumn and late spring are shown as double plots in the figure. The horizontal bars show the average weekday (purple) and weekend (green) sleep, respectively, with the left and right error bars indicating the standard error of bed and wake times, respectively. The dashed reference lines indicate the dawn and dusk ranges during the autumn and spring. The blue and green arrows represent the average SN and midpoint of light exposure times. The horizontal-axis represents clock hour and the left vertical-axis light levels (lower panels).

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

24 h activity profiles of the early, intermediate and late types during weekdays and weekend in both seasons. The average 24 h activity profiles of the early **(A,B)**, intermediate **(C,D)**, and late **(E,F)** participants during the late autumn and late spring are shown as double plots in the figure. The horizontal bars show the average weekday (purple) and weekend (green) sleep, respectively, with the left and right error bars indicating the standard error of bed and wake times, respectively. The dashed reference lines indicate the dawn and dusk ranges during the autumn and spring. The blue and green arrows represent the average SN and midpoint of light exposure times. The horizontal-axis represents clock hour and the left vertical-axis activity levels (lower panels).
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Correlations between weekdays and weekends for mean/median BT, WT and MS times by season.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Correlations between autumn and spring for mean/median BT, WT, and MS times by day-type.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Correlations between mean/median BT and WT on weekdays and weekends and in autumn and spring.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Averages, standard errors of the mean (SEs) of BT, WT, MS, and 50% act by season, day type, and BT category (early, intermediate, late) relative to clock time.
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Averages, standard errors of the mean (SEs) of BT, WT, MS and 50% act, by season, day type, and BT category (early, intermediate, late) relative to solar noon (SN).

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

Averages, standard errors of the mean (SEs) of BT, WT, MS and 50% act, by season, day type, and BT category (early, intermediate, late) after 50% light exposure (LE).

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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